Our hands were not designed to be flat on tables for 8 hours a day, yet that is how mice were designed in the past. The Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse goes beyond the norm and delivers an experience that replicates the natural form of a handshake with a 45° palm grip and revised finger positioning for optimal posture and productivity.
**LENovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse**

**WHY CHOOSE THE LENOVO GO WIRELESS VERTICAL MOUSE?**

**Advanced Ergonomics**
Crafted using the latest ergonomic science, the Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse provides an experience that boosts your well-being and productivity with its comfortable palm rest, vertical grip and curvature, and natural palm and finger positioning.

**Luxury Comfort**
The Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse is a solution made from eco-friendly cork that provides maximum comfort and grip for your palm, thumb, and fingers. It's easy to clean, too, thanks to the liquid and UV resistant coating.

**Unrivaled Performance**
Get all the features of a traditional premium mouse, such as 3-level adjustable DPI and programmable side buttons – with the added benefit of an advanced ergonomic design.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**

**PERFORMANCE**
- Sensor Technology: IR Sensor
- Sensor Resolution:
  - On-the-fly DPI Button
  - 3-level Adjustable (default at 2400, 1600, 800)
  - Levels can be configured via Lenovo Go Central Software
- Scroll Wheel:
  - 2-way Scroll Wheel (up/down)
- Number of Buttons:
  - 6 (Left click, Right click, Scroll click, DPI, 2 x Side buttons)
- Side Buttons:
  - 2 x Side Buttons:
    - Forward/Back as Default
    - Programmable via Lenovo Go Central Software
- Battery:
  - Type: 1 x AA Battery
  - Battery Life*: Up to 12 Months

**DESIGN**
- Form Factor: Vertical Mouse
- Vertical Angle: 45°
- Dimensions (W x L x H):
  - Mouse:
    - mm: 104 x 63 x 62
    - inches: 4.09" x 2.48" x 2.44"
  - Receiver:
    - mm: 18.4 x 12.1 x 4.5
    - inches: 0.72" x 0.48" x 0.18"
- Weight:
  - Mouse: Starting at 96 g (0.21 lbs)
  - Receiver: Starting at 2 g (0.004 lbs)
- Color:
  - Storm Grey Painting and Natural Cork Color
- LED Indicator:
  - Low-battery LED Indicator

**CONNECTIVITY**
- Interface: 2.4 GHz Wireless via USB Receiver
- Included USB Receiver: Lenovo USB-A Unified Pairing Receiver
- Unified Pairing: Supports Lenovo Unified Pairing Receiver
- Wireless Operating Distance: Up to 10 m

**INFORMATION**
- Supported OS: Windows 7, Windows 10
- PC Systems: Compatible Systems with USB-A Port
- Warranty: 1 Year
- Ship Group (What's in the Box):
  - Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse
  - Lenovo USB-A Unified Pairing Receiver
  - 1 x AA Battery
  - Documents and Pubs
- Part Numbers (PN):
  - 4Y51C33792
  - 4Y51C33980
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